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 Pesticides applied to agriculture fields move and react into the soil system.  The objective 
of this research was to develop a model that uses the natural soil processes (diffusion, advection, 
or reaction type processes in multiple phases) to track pesticides and other emerging 
contaminants (EMCONs) in the soil over space and time.  The model separates the soil into a 
series of boxes with soil processes passing through and into the boxes.  With a system of 
equations developed from these processes, the model produces a gradient concentration profile, 
hence the Gradient Box, or G-box Model. 
 The model is first tested against a series of simple, one dimension known analytical 
solutions.  The fixed concentration and zero flux boundary conditions analytical solutions are 
both steady state solutions that use the processes of diffusion and degradation.  The semi-infinite 
slab and the finite quantity surface layer application gradient analytical solutions are both 
unsteady state solutions with diffusion as its only process.  A steady state simultaneous diffusion 
with an up then down advection processes completed the final case.  
 Upon successful outcome comparing G-box to the simple solutions, the soil column 
model was compiled.  Nineteen total flux processes were selected and used to build the model.  
This included the soil column portion and an interface connection to atmospheric inputs.  The 
model then examines several individual processes in the soil, such as dry deposition, wet 
deposition, diffusion, wind and water erosion, bioturbation, infiltration, and lateral flow.  This 
exercise evaluated these individual processes separately, demonstrating their realistic and 
intuitively correct behavior patterns.  Altering the processes from day-to-day is also tested by 
using a periodic quantity pesticide application process.  A simulated single pesticide application 
and a seven-day application cycle, with and without reaction, are used to test the model.  These 
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positive simulation results on the effect these numerous processes displayed on the concentration 





SOIL MODEL AND DEVELOPMENT 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 In recent years, the tracking of pesticides and other emerging contaminants in soils have 
become of interest, leading to the development of various soil models.  The main concern for 
these systems is leaching of contaminants into the soil, specifically into ground water.  These 
contaminants can be either pesticides, bacteria, metals, or other hazardous chemicals.  Emerging 
contaminants (EMCONs) take a variety of pathways into and out of the soil column.  The 
purpose of soil models is to map theses pathways, determine EMCON concentrations in the soil, 
and the flux to groundwater, for example. 
 Current agricultural models, such as the Soil Water Assessment Tool (SWAT), model the 
soil by dividing it into large layers (aka boxes), varying from 10 cm to 100 cm in size.  In these 
layers, pesticides retain a uniform concentration throughout the layer and disperse through 
degradation and water flow in a dis-continuous fashion (SWAT, 2009).  In the normal fashion of 
a conventional box model, the SWAT model shows each process as an equation unto itself where 
the final product of one equation is the initial condition of the next.  However, SWAT does not 
specify in what order any of these processes occur, creating several different sequences for the 
processes to be carried out (Brassett and Thibodeaux, 2011).  By separating the processes into 
individual equations, the errors for the entire model increases, especially as time continues.  
Also, since SWAT is only developed to handle pesticides through bulk direct application, the 
model is unable to handle EMCONs which would only manifest in low concentrations (Brassett 
and Thibodeaux, 2011).    
 One of the first pesticide models and a precursor to SWAT is GLEAMS: Groundwater 
Loading Effects of Agricultural Management Systems.  Many of the pesticide processes used in 
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SWAT were originally developed in GLEAMS.  These processes include direct application of 
pesticide, pesticide wash-off from plants, pesticide degradation, pesticide runoff or sediment and 
water erosion, pesticide evaporation, and vertical pesticide infiltration into the soil (Leonard, 
Knisel, and Still, 1987).  The additional processes included in SWAT are lateral flow in inclined 
soils and plant uptake of pesticide laden soil water (SWAT 2009).  GLEAMS mainly focuses on 
the plant root zone and cannot track pesticides that leach deep into the soil (Leonard, Knisel, and 
Still, 1987).  However, the process equations are applied like SWAT and exhibit the same pitfalls 
and errors.  When tested against observed pesticide concentrations, GLEAMS generally 
underestimated the amount of contaminant in the soil (Leonard, Knisel, and Still, 1987).   
 Such step models are used in an effort to shorten computing time but do not accurately 
reflect the processes in the soil.  Each of these processes continually exists and reacts with each 
other.  While large layers are necessary in showing soil ‘horizons’, the concentration in these 
layers will likely be variable with depth rather than constant.  Soil system processes are 
continuous, where each process occurs simultaneously and parameters can change from day to 
day.  Other concerns are with what these models do not take into account, diffusion in soil and 
processes occurring in multiple phases, such as gas, liquid, and solid.   
 Other pesticide fate models tend to be site specific, where the processes and assumptions 
used in the model make it a good fit for certain soil areas but useless in others.  Koopal et al. and 
Avila et al. both developed competitive sorption models.  Both of these models use different 
sorption processes such as the Hill equation (Koopal et al., 2001) or the Freundlich isotherm 
(Avila et al., 2009).  While these models do use sorption to consider contaminants in the solid 
and aqueous phases of soil, they do not introduce an air phase.  Without air phase transport, the 
model would only be feasible for saturated soils.  Hughes et al. and Jarvis et al. introduced a new 
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process into a contaminant transport model, bioturbation.  Bioturbation is the displacement of 
soil, and therefore chemicals sorbed to the soil, due to organisms moving in the plant root zone.  
Jarvis et al. again ignores air phase transport.  The Hughes et al. model included all three phases 
but was composed of two large layers of soil, making this more of a root zone model and without 
including bioturbation it cannot provide deep soil contaminant concentrations.  Other models 
attempt to link surface flow and subsurface flow (He, Wu, and Wang, 2009).  Such models are 
only suitable for soils located in watersheds and focus on deep groundwater, rather than the 
entire soil system.  The SoilPlus model has a similar soil system structure to what is developed in 
this thesis (Ghirardello et al., 2010).  The model is open to the air, allowing advective transport 
to the soil and divides the soil into both small soil layers and into larger soil horizons 
(Ghirardello et al., 2010).  However, it does not include gas phase transport into the soil and 
misses some of the important processes that can occur in a soil system such as rainfall and 
bioturbation (Ghirardello et al., 2010).   
 In an effort to update and strengthen the conventional box model the Gradient box, or G-
box, model was developed.  The goal of this model was to build a comprehensive process based 
EMCON model that was open to the atmosphere above and able to track chemicals deep into the 
soil.  This model retains the main concept of dividing the soil into layers (n), only with many 
smaller layers with a more uniform size (H) (Figure #1).  Each layer (i) has a center point 
concentration (ρi) as well as an interface top concentration (ρi,if) and bottom concentration 
(ρi+1,if).  For each of these layers or boxes, the type of processes that contaminants undergo in the 
soil, such as diffusion (Di), reaction (Ri), and advection (vi) are used in a mass balance (MB) for 
the EMCON.  These processes occur in all three soil phases.  The MB yields for the i
th
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As diffusion and advection cross from one box to another, they must move through the interface 
plane between the layers.  At the interface the flux of processes coming into one side of the 
interface (FI = Flux at Interface) must equal the flux leaving out the other side as follows:     
FI: 
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The flux equations are solved for the interface concentration (ρi+1,if) and used to eliminate it in 
Eq. 1.1.  With these equations, two for each of the boxes, a gradient profile of contaminant 
concentrations is built within each box in soil, shown in Figure #1.  Thus is the origin of the term 
Gradient Box or G-box model for short notation.  The result for n layers is n equations such as 
Eq. 1.1.  The process is repeated for the EMCON in the other two phases. 
Figure #1 G-box Model Diagram showing soil layers, the interface plane between layers,        
      directional arrows illustrating diffusion (Di), advection (vi), and a star like symbol for  










G-BOX TESTING WITH SIMPLE ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS 
 
2.1 Analytical Solutions 
 This section describes five simple models.  Testing the G-box on a simple porous media 
scale against exact model equations with similar processes and known analytical solutions will 
lend credibility to the ‘real world’ concept of the model.  Each case treats the G-box model on an 
individual basis and builds it to mimic known exact model solutions and its associated boundary 
conditions.  The model only considers one ‘phase’ in each of these cases.   
 Case 1 and Case 2 are both reacting and diffusing through a film of soil at steady state 
(Middleman, p.63; Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot, p.532).  The difference is in the boundary 
condition for the ‘bottom’ of the film.  Case 3 is a diffusion only, unsteady state system, also 
known as the semi-infinite slab model (Welty, Wicks, and Wilson, p.497).  Another steady state 
system, Case 4, undergoes diffusion and advection processes into the soil (Middleman, p.53).  
For this case, infiltration both into and out of the soil is taken into account.  Case 5 is unsteady 
state diffusion just like Case 3, with a fixed mass amount of contaminant applied in the top 
boundary (air/soil interface) rather than holding the contaminant concentration constant 
(Thibodeaux, p.504).  These cases test the accuracy of the G-box model on a simpler, smaller, 
and well-defined time and space scale before proceeding to real soil situations. 
2.2 Case 1: Steady State, Fixed Concentration with Diffusion and Reaction 
The first case in testing the G-box model compares it to a steady state exact solution.  The 
exact solution shows some chemical A diffusing into a film (soil) and degrading with reaction.  
The boundary conditions are a fixed concentration at the top of the film (air/soil interface) and a 
zero concentration at depth   (cm) in the film.  The Case 1 exact solution is (Middleman, p.63): 
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Where 𝜌     (µg/L) is the concentration of chemical A at the air/soil interface,   (cm) is the depth 
in the soil coulomb (0 <   <  ) at which we are trying to find concentration 𝜌 (µg/L).  The 
diffusion coefficient is   (cm2/s), and    (1/s) is the reaction rate constant for first order decay.  
The dimensionless variable    is also known as the Thiele modulus (Middleman, p.63). 
 The G-box model separates the soil into   number of layers.  Each of these layers defines 
a concentration for the middle of the layer.  Equations can be built by running a steady state mass 
balance (In = Out) on the diffusion and reaction processes in each of the layers.  These equations 
alone are not enough to find the concentration profile in the soil.  The model also uses a flux 
balance on the interfaces between the layers.  As this balance only takes into account the 
processes that occur at the interface, reaction is not included in the balance because it has two 
dimensions without volume or mass.  The equations for the G-box are: 
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=
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Where   and    are as described above.  The soil layer   concentration is 𝜌  (µg/L) and the 
interface   concentration is 𝜌     (µg/L).  The height of layer   is    (cm) and  =  ∑   
   




The midpoint of the bottom layer concentration in the G-box model is held at zero and the depth 
of this point must match the variable   used in the exact solution.   
 The boundary conditions for the G-box equations are the same as the exact solution.  For 
the first layer, 𝜌     (µg/L) is the fixed air/soil interface concentration.  The depth and 
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concentration in the middle of the   th layer corresponds with the lower boundary conditions of 
the exact solution (i.e. 𝜌 =   .  By solving the flux interface equations for the interface 
concentrations, the interface concentrations can be substituted into the mass balance equations.  
This leaves the mass balance in terms of the layer concentrations only.  The first and last layer 
mass balances, however, have a different equation form due to the boundary conditions.  
Interface concentration:          𝜌    =
             
       
      (2.3a) 
Layer 1 concentration:          𝜌 =
                     
               
             
    (2.3b) 
Soil Layer concentration (  = 2...  −  ): 𝜌 =
                               
                                              
 (2.3c) 
The model yields the concentration profile by substituting each layer concentration equation into 
the layer above and solving again for that above layer’s concentration.  This will continue from 
the bottom up until reaching the first layer, finding 𝜌 .  From this concentration, the remainder of 
the soil profile is solved from the top down. 
2.3 Case 2: Steady State, Fixed Top, Zero Flux Bottom with Diffusion and Reaction 
Similar to Case 1, Case 2 has a steady state exact solution with diffusion and reaction.  
The difference is in the boundary conditions.  While the concentration at the air/soil interface 
remains fixed, the soil column does not have a fixed zero concentration.  Instead, the fixed zero 
flux occurs in the soil at the bottom.  The Case 2 exact solution is (Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot, 
p.532): 
𝜌 = 𝜌     




        
 (2.4)  
Where   (cm) is now the depth from the soil surface to the point of zero flux.  All other terms 
applied as above. 
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 The G-box model for Case 2 uses the exact same equations as Case 1 (eq. 2.3b, 2.3c).  
Case 2 also solves the mass balances and interface equations in the same manner as in Case 1.  
The difference lies in the change of boundary conditions.  The air/soil interface concentration is 
fixed while the interface of the  +   layer is taken as the point of zero flux, making  = ∑   
 
    
for the analytical solution.  This interface equation is: 
Zero FI:   =  +    
  (          )
  
=
  (            )
    
=    (2.5) 
Which collapses into: 𝜌 = 𝜌      = 𝜌   .  Giving us our zero flux and solving 𝜌  in terms of 
the concentration of the layer above. 
𝜌 =
      
                
 (2.6)  
Case 2 then further follows Case 1 by solving the equations in terms of the layer above from the 
bottom up and yields the concentrations from the top down.   
2.4 Case 3: Unsteady State, Fixed Top with Diffusion 
 This case introduces an un-steady state solution for the diffusion of contaminants into the 
soil.  This means that an increasing amount of contaminants move from a constant concentration 
source into the soil over time.  Another name for this case is diffusion into a semi-infinite slab.  
It also assumes that at some point, far from the air/soil interface, the concentration in the soil is 
zero (i.e. 𝜌 =   .  So Case 3 has similar boundary conditions to Case 1, only we have to make 
the assumed zero concentration depth far enough away from the air/soil interface, that no matter 
how much time passes it will remain true.  The exact solution equation is (Welty, Wicks, and 
Wilson, p.497): 
𝜌   = 𝜌      −    (
 
 √  
)   (2.7)  
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Where   (s) is the time at which the desired concentration in the soil at depth   (cm) occurs.  All 
other variables are as stated above. 
 To build the G-box model, we separate the soil into   layers and do mass balances for the 
layers and the flux balance for the interfaces.  Only for this case, the mass balances are not 
steady state.  The interface flux balances for Case 3 are the same as the ones from Case 1 (eq. 
2.2b).  The model uses theses flux balances similarly to Case 1 and 2 by solving for the interface 
concentrations (eq. 2.3a) and substituting them into the mass balances.  This leaves us with a 
series of coupled un-steady state differential equations.  When solved simultaneously, the 
equations produce a concentration profile.  The equations for this G-box model case are: 
MB:   = 1  





 (𝜌    − 𝜌 ) −
  
    
 
         
     
− 𝜌     (2.8a) 
MB:   = 2…    






             
       
− 𝜌 ) −
  
      
 
             
       
− 𝜌      (2.8b) 
Case 3 also has the same boundary conditions as Case 1, a fixed concentration at the air/soil 
interface and zero concentration in the last layer.  For Case 3 to mimic the exact solution 
properly, the zero concentration must be far away from the interface to act as a sink.  The model 
used a numerical solution algorithm, the Runge-Kutta 4
th
 Order (RK), to solve the series of 
coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs) at different time steps.  
2.5 Case 4: Steady State, Fixed Concentration with Diffusion and Advection 
 Like Case 1 and 2, Case 4 has a steady state exact solution.  Also similar to Case 1, an 
initial concentration at the air/soil interface and zero concentration at depth   remain fixed.  In 
this case, we are dealing with diffusion and advection, rather than diffusion and reaction.  
Advection, the mass flow rate of the contaminant in the soil, is a fluid movement (i.e. water) 
driven process, rather than a gradient driven process like diffusion.  Because of this, the flow can 
move in two directions, into or out of the soil.  Putting in a positive value for water flow velocity 
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downward into the soil and a negative value for flow velocity upward out of the soil shows this 
flow change.  The exact solution for Case 4 is (Middleman, p.53): 
𝜌 =
       
  
     
    




   (2.9b)  
Where   (cm/s) is the flow velocity of chemical A into the soil (-  is out of the soil),   =
 ∑   
   
    +
  
 
 as in Case 1, and all other terms are as defined above.  The dimensionless 
variable   is also known as the Péclet number (Middleman, p.53). 
 The G-box takes this change of flow direction into consideration while building the 
model.  So again, the soil is separated into   layers and a steady state mass balance on the layers 
is formed for diffusion and advection processes.  Unlike Case 1 and 2, diffusion is not the only 
process that affects the interface.  Advection flows through the interface and the interface 
equations must take its direction into account.  By changing the direction of advection, the form 
of the equations for the layers does not change, but the interface equations do.  The G-box 
interface equations are:  
MB:   = 1…   :  
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FI:   = 2…   : 
With    flow into the soil: 
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With    flow out of the soil (i.e.–  ): 
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(𝜌    − 𝜌 ) +  𝜌  (2.10c) 
Case 4 solves these equations in the same manner as Case 1 and 2.  However, when solving for a 




2.6 Case 5: Unsteady State, Applied Top Surface Layer Mass Concentration with Diffusion 
 Case 5 is similar to the semi-infinite slab in that it keeps the infinite sink assumption.  
This means it is assumed that at some depth far away from the air/soil interface, the 
concentration of contaminant is zero.  The difference from Case 3 lies in the upper boundary 
condition.  This case does not hold the air/soil interface at a constant concentration.  Instead, the 
model applies a fixed amount of mass of the contaminant onto the surface.  There after it slowly 
decreases with time as it diffuses into the soil.  The exact solution for Case 5 is (Thibodeaux, 
p.504): 
𝜌 =
      
 √   
   (
   
   
)  (2.11)  
Where   (µg/cm
2
) is the pesticide applied to an area of soil and all other terms are as stated 
above. 
 The G-box model for Case 5 is the same as for Case 3 (eq. 2.8b) with the exception of the 
first layer equation.  The model takes a flux balance on the air/soil interface to find the interface 
concentration.  The first layer equation is: 
MB:   = 1  










    
(
         
     
− 𝜌 ) (2.12) 
Where   (µg/cm
2
s) is the applied flux of chemical A and stated above are all other terms. 
 To produce a concentration profile and mimic the exact solution, the model applies the 
RK 4
th
 order method twice.  First, with the applied contaminant turned on.  The model takes the 
concentration profile in the layers recorded a half a second after the application, only enough 
time for the contaminant to diffuse into the first layer.  Then the model re-evaluates with the 
applied contaminant turned off.  This second run uses the half-second applied concentration 
profile as the initial condition of concentration in the layers.  From there the model can follow 




CALCULATED RESULTS FOR SIMPLE SOILMODELS 
 
3.1 Analytical and G-box Solution Methods  
 This chapter contains the solutions and compares concentration profiles for all cases of 
the analytical models as well as the G-box model.  Each of the analytical solutions was solved in 
an excel spreadsheet using the equations given.  The value of the variables (Di, Ri, vi, etc.) used 
in the G-box model are the same used in the exact solutions.   
 The steady-state G-box models (Case 1, 2, & 4) were solved using the computing 
software Maple 16 (Maplesoft, 2012).  First, the flux continuity equations at the interface (ρi,if) 
were solved in terms of the layer concentrations above (ρi-1) and below (ρi) the interface.  They 
were then substituted into the layer mass balance equations.  Next, each of the layer equations 
was solved for the layer concentration (ρi) in terms of the concentrations of the layer above (ρi-1) 
and below (ρi+1).  With the values of each of the variables then substituted into the equations, the 
system of equations were solved.  Starting with the bottom most layer (ρn), the concentration is 
either held at a constant (Case 1 & 4) or is equal to the concentration at the interface below 
(ρn+1,if) and the layer below (ρn+1) (Case 2).  Either way, the deepest layer equation (ρn-1 for Case 
1 & 4 or ρn for Case 2) can be solved in terms of the concentration of the layer above.  Using 
this, the bottom layer equation is substituted into the layer equation above.  Each layer (ρi) can 
then be solved in terms of the concentration of the layer above (ρi-1).  This continues until the top 
most layer (ρ1) is reached.  Since this layer has an interface held at a constant concentration for 
all three cases, the layer equation (ρ1) is solved in terms of the layer below (ρ2) and the 
concentration value can be found.  Now, with the first layer concentration found and each 
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successive layer concentrations obtained in terms on the layer above it, thus the entire 
concentration profile of the G-box model can be found.   
 The transient G-box models (Case 3 & 5) were solved using the Integra C# software 
(Justic et al. 2014).  This is a student developed software specifically geared towards numerical 
solutions using either Euler’s method or the RK 4
th
 order method.  A code was developed for the 
G-box model in Integra C# using the equations created for each case.  The G-box model used the 
RK method to simultaneously solve the unsteady-state layer mass balance equations with the 
necessary variable values substituted.  The RK is a numerical integration method similar to the 
trapezoidal rule and is used to solve a system of first order ODEs (Carnahan, Luther, Wilkes, 
p.367).  The RK method uses time as a step size for integration so that multiple concentration 
values can be found for each ODE at different times. 
3.2 Case 1 Results: Steady State, Fixed Concentration with Diffusion and Reaction 
 Case 1 uses a soil depth of  =       (cm) for the analytical solution and divides the soil 
into  =    layers with   =    (cm).  The model holds the air/soil interface concentration 
constant at 𝜌    =     (µg/L) and the final box concentration is 𝜌  =   (µg/L).  Case 1 is 
demonstrated using three Thiele modulus values:   =          , respectively.  The diffusion 
coefficient,  =       (cm2/s), remains constant for each trial.  The Thiele modulus (  ) is 
varied for each trial, forcing the reaction constant (  ) to change.  The values for the reaction 






(1/s).   
 With every increased reaction rate, the G-box follows the exact solution curve while 
maintaining the fixed upper and lower end point concentrations shown in Figure #2.  As 
expected, a higher    reduces the contaminant concentration into the soil.  This occurs because 
the reaction is destroying the contaminant before it can spread further into the ground.  This 
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illustrates that if a reaction is fast enough, it can overtake diffusion.  An average % error was 
found for each trial and the numerical values appear on Figure #2.  Though each was relatively 
small, an increased reaction rate does increase the overall error.  Based on the % error found for 
each trial, the Case 1 G-box is a good fit for the exact solution.   
Figure #2 Steady State, Fixed Concentration with Diffusion and Reaction (Case 1) for the G-box      
      model (red points) and the exact solution (blue curve).     
 
3.3 Case 2 Results: Steady State, Fixed Top, Zero Flux Bottom with Diffusion and Reaction 
 Similarly to Case 1, Case 2 is separated into three trials with value of   =          .  
Case 2 uses a depth of  =      (cm) for the analytical solution, and divides the soil into  =    
layers with   =    (cm).  The model holds the air/soil interface concentration at 𝜌    =     
(µg/L) and the diffusion coefficient is  =       (cm2/s).  Again, the Thiele modulus (  ) 
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 Case 2 better demonstrates the effect reaction has on diffusion as shown in Figure #3.  
Notice the zero gradient of concentration at the bottom of the soil column.  The zero-flux bottom 
amplifies the difference between    and   .  For   , the concentration in the bottom layer is 
slightly smaller than the value held at the top.  Whereas the    bottom layer concentration nearly 
falls to zero.  If pushed farther, the reaction rate can overwhelm diffusion to the point where 
none of the contaminant reaches the bottom layer.  Again, an average % error was found for each 
trial, and they appear in Figure #3.  Much like Case 1, the Case 2 errors are small but increasing 
with reaction.    
Figure #3 Steady State, Fixed Top, Zero Flux Bottom with Diffusion and Reaction (Case 2) for  
      the G-box model (red points) and the exact solution (blue curve).  
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3.4 Case 3 Results: Unsteady State, Fixed Top with Diffusion 
 Case 3 uses a depth of  =    (cm) for the analytical solution, and divides the soil into 
 =     layers with   =    (cm).  The model holds the air/soil interface concentration at 
𝜌    =     (µg/L), the final box concentration is 𝜌   =   (µg/L), and the diffusion coefficient is 
 =       (cm2/s).  The RK method ran with a time step of Δt = 0.0416 day, or 1 hour.  The 
values recorded for the G-box are a t = 1 day, 1 week, 1 month, 3 months, 6 months, 9 months, 
and 1 year.   
 This is an important milestone for the G-box model.  It demonstrates that Case 3 used the 
model for unsteady state solutions, which will be necessary for the fully developed soil model.  
As time increases, the constant concentration of contaminant at the interface causes it to 
continually diffuse downward into the soil.  It is important that the semi-infinite slab assumption 
for the G-box model holds true.  If not, the diffusing contaminant will reach the bottom box and 
run towards steady state.  In addition, Figure #4 shows the need for small layers, especially near 
the air/soil interface.  Within the first day, the contaminant only reaches the first few boxes in the 
soil, and the millimeters of soil layers at the top undergo the greatest amount of change.  As it 
stands, the G-box model values taken at 1 Day have the greatest % error in comparison to the 
exact solution; the error decreases consistently as time increases further.  One way to increase the 
accuracy of the G-box model is to shorten the time step used in the RK method.  Also, if the 
layers were smaller the accuracy towards the exact solution would increase.  Being able to keep 






Figure #4 Unsteady State, Fixed Top with Diffusion (Case 3) for the G-box model (red         
      points) and the exact solution (blue curve). 
 
3.5 Case 4 Results: Steady State, Fixed Concentration with Diffusion and Advection 
 
 Case 4 uses a depth of  =       (cm) for the analytical solution, and divides the soil 
into  =    layers with   =    (cm).  The model holds the air/soil interface concentration at 
𝜌    =     (µg/L) and the final box concentration is 𝜌  =   (µg/L).  Case 4 separates into 
solutions of two sets of five trials.  For each set the Péclet number ( ) is has either a positive or 
negative value.  For each trial in each set  = ±0.1, ±0.3, ±1, ±3, and ±10, respectively.  The 
diffusion coefficient,  =       (cm2/s), remains the same for each trial, forcing the flow rate 











(cm/s).  The 
numerical results appear in Figure #5. 
Figure #5 Steady State, Fixed Concentration with Diffusion and Advection (Case 4) for the G- 
      box model (points) and the exact solution (curve) with flow into (blue) and out of  
      (red) the soil 
 
 For the G-box, this introduces the third process type advection of water is necessary for 
the full model.  As advective flow moves the EMCON into the soil, it pushes the contaminant 
deeper until most of the soil column is at nearly constant concentration, constrained only by the 
bottom boundary concentration, see the blue lines.  In the reverse advective direction, flow is 
counter to diffusion and causes most of the EMCON concentration in the soil to approach zero.  
At both of these extremes, the G-box underestimates the concentration at slightly lower values in 
comparison to the exact solution as shown.  This is also shown in the % error of each trial.  The 
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error increases the faster advection is, especially for flow out of the soil.  However, a fluid flow 
rate ten times the diffusion rate is not something that would be typical in a natural agriculture 
system.  Neither is advection out of the soil.  For the most part, these errors are small and the G-
box solution holds true for each flow rate. 
3.6 Case 5 Results: Unsteady State, Applied Top Surface Layer Mass Concentration with  
Diffusion 
 
 Case 5 uses a depth of  =    (cm), divided into  =     layers with   =    (cm).  Like 
Case 3, the final box concentration is 𝜌   =   (µg/L), and the diffusion coefficient is  =   
    (cm2/s).  To find the concentration profiles and mimic the exact solution, the model applies 
the RK 4
th
 order method twice.  For the first run, the applied contaminant concentration is   = 
0.05 (µg/cm
2
s) and the concentration profile was taken at 0.5 seconds with the RK time step at 
Δt = 0.01 seconds.  For the second run, the recorded concentration profile was used as the initial 
condition for the layers and   = 0 (µg/cm
2
s).  The RK method ran with a time step of Δt = 
0.0416 day, or 1 hour.  The values recorded for the G-box are a t = 1 day, 1 week, 1 month, 3 
months, 6 months, 9 months, and 1 year.  The numerical results appear in Figure #6. 
 This case demonstrates several more key pieces needed for the full model.  First being 
that the G-box model can respond appropriately to parameters that either change with time or 
turn off in certain circumstances.  This supports a natural system where conditions can change 
from day-to-day.  Figure #6 also demonstrates agriculture systems that apply pesticide to crops.  
In this case, a fixed mass of pesticide is applied and placed upon the surface.  As time continues, 
it moves downward into the soil.  Deep layers increase in concentration at the expense of the 
upper layers.  The second idea being that the model can adapt to a ‘moving interface’.  For the 
full model, the interface concentration will be constantly changing with time depending on the 
active parameters.  Again, the % error values for each recorded time are presented.  Like the 
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semi-infinite slab, the G-box values for the first day have the greatest amount of error, which 
decreases as the contaminant diffuses into the soil.  These errors can be decreased by shortening 
the time step of the second RK run.  Still, these errors are small and the G-box is a good estimate 
of the exact solution. 
Figure #6 Unsteady State, Applied Mass Concentration with Diffusion (Case 5) for the G-box  
      model (red points) and the analytical solution (blue curve). 
 
3.7 G-box/Analytical Solution Conclusions 
 Each case shows that the G-box model concentration predictions are relatively small 
errors in comparison with the analytical solution concentrations.  For the steady state cases (Case 
1, 2, & 4), the G-box generally underestimated the layer concentrations.  As the Thiele modulus 
(Case 1 & 2) and the Péclet number (Case 4) increased for each trial, the G-box errors for each 
trial also increased.  Case 4 holds the largest errors of the steady state cases, but these errors 
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come from a large Péclet number and one not expected in a soil system.  Still, the accuracy in the 
G-box model can be improved by increasing the number of soil boxes.  In general, the unsteady 
state G-box cases (Case 3 & 5) overestimate the layer concentrations.  With smaller layers in 
comparison to the steady state cases, the transient G-box model is able to maintain a low % error.  
The transient G-box errors are greater at 1 Day and steadily decrease with each recorded time 
period.  This error would be expected to improve if the integration step used for the RK method 
is decreased.  Overall, the G-box model produces fairly accurate concentration estimates when 
compared to the exact solution cases.  These positive results provide the necessary quantitative 
evidence needed to apply the G-box approach to a realistic soil, one receiving actual pesticide 
















 CHAPTER 4  
INTRODUCTION TO THE FULL G-BOX MODEL 
 
 The final G-box model development follows that used for the exact solution case models.  
Uniform layers divide the soil with numerous simultaneous processes occurring in each of those 
layers.  The model considers processes to be gradient, advection, or degradation types.  Each 
layer and the interface of each layer makes up a single equation.  The difference for the full 
model is that the processes may occur in multiple phases within the soil and across the air/soil 
interface that is open to the atmosphere above which is a highly dynamic compartment for 
delivering and receiving EMCONs.   
   The contaminant enters the soil through the air/soil interface, by either direct application 
or deposition from the air.  Deposition occurs in all three phases through gases, contaminants 
attached to falling particles, and rainfall leaching both from the air (Thibodeaux and Mackay, 
p.124).  However, the deposition of gases and vapors, or evaporation, is a gradient driven process 
the direction of which reverses depending on the side with greater concentration.  Erosion also 
removes contaminants from the interface (SWAT, 2009).  Contaminant laden particles of soil 
can be removed by wind or water.  Contaminants may also dissolve and be carried off by water.  
These processes, like some in the soil, do not always occur and may vary from day to day, a very 
dynamic behavior.  The air/soil interface determines how much of the contaminant reaches the 
soil before it moves into the soil column. 
 From the interface, contaminants enter the soil through diffusion and infiltration.  
Diffusion is another gradient driven process and occurs in all three phases.  However, diffusion 
of contaminants on soil, a.k.a. bioturbation, is not a typical diffusion process.  This is more of a 
forced diffusion created by animal life living in the soil (Thibodeaux and Mackay, p.361).  
Infiltration runs both vertically and laterally in saturated soils, though lateral flow requires an 
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inclined slope (SWAT, 2009).  Contaminant degrades from the soil column through reaction, 
which occurs in all three phases at different rates.  To the extent possible all processes are 
mechanism based and represents the state-of-the-art from a fundamental science perspective. 
 Movement of any one phase is heavily dependent on the porosity, or volume fraction, of 
each phase (Thibodeaux and Mackay, p.86).  While the volume fraction of the soil will likely 
remain constant, the porosity of air and water in the soil can change dramatically from drying 
and wetting.  The porosity also changes with depth of the soil.  Roughly, the top 20 cm of the 
soil has the greatest air and water porosity due to bioturbation, which only occurs at the upper 
layers of the soil (Thibodeaux and Mackay, p.361).  Depending on the soil, the porosity may 
change multiple times, creating ‘horizons’ in the soil to be made up of smaller G-box layers 
(Thibodeaux and Mackay, p.161).  The model is based on these processes occurring in and on 
the soil.  All are included by performing first-principle mass balances on each layer and flux 
continuity mass balance equations for each interface.  In what follows, the individual flux 
equations of the processes are presented first.  This is followed by using successive mass 












INDIVIDUAL FLUX PROCESSES OF THE G-BOX MODEL  
 
5.1 Dry Particle Deposition 
 Dust and other particles are constantly floating in the air and can act as carriers for 
emerging contaminants (EMCONs).  These EMCONs adhere to the particle surface and fall to 
the soil surface with the particles.  The flux of dry particle deposition is (Thibodeaux and 
Mackay, p.21): 
    
 =
      
      
    
𝜌   (5.1)  
Where     
  (µg/cm
2
s) is the dry particle deposition flux and the particle velocity to the ground is 
  (cm/s).      
  (L/µg) is the particle-to-air partition coefficient for EMCON A, 𝜌     (µg/L) is 
the concentration of particles in air, and 𝜌  (µg/L) is the concentration of A in the atmospheric 
boundary layer above the soil. 
5.2 Dry Deposition of Gases and Vapors 
 EMCONs enter the air as gases and vapors, usually by evaporation and stack emissions 
or re-suspension of particles from remote areas.  However, what goes up must come down.  This 
flux is gradient driven and does not determine the direction in which the EMCON concentration 
is moving.  This allows the dry deposition flux to cover the evaporation flux also and is as 
follows (Thibodeaux and Mackay, p.22): 
    
 =
   
     
 
    
 𝜌 − 𝜌       
 
 
 (5.2)  
Where     
  (µg/cm
2
s) is the deposition of gases and vapors flux and    
 
 
  (cm/s) is the mass 
transfer coefficient for EMCON A from the soil to the air.      
  is the air-to-water partition 
coefficient for A, 𝜌 (µg/L) is the concentration of A in the water phase in the air, and 𝜌       
(µg/L) is the concentration of A in the water phase at the air/soil interface.  Water phase 
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EMCON concentrations  𝜌   are used as equilibrium surrogates for their air-phase 
concentrations  𝜌  . This approach is taken because the water phase EMCON concentration has 
been designated in the full model as the primary state variable.  This choice is based on liquid 
water being commonly present, mobile, and available at elevated mass fraction levels in both the 
atmosphere and the soil.  
5.3 Wet Deposition 
 Rainfall has a large effect on EMCON concentration in the soil.  Water falling to the 
ground can strip both gases and particles from the air, increasing the EMCON concentration on 
the soil surface dramatically.  The wet deposition flux is (Thibodeaux and Mackay, p.21): 
    
 =
            
       
    
𝜌   (5.3)  
Where     
  (µg/cm
2
s) is the wet deposition flux and the rainfall velocity is   (cm/s).  𝑅   is 
rainfall washout ratio, i.e. the ratio of EMCON A washed out of the atmosphere due to rainfall.  
    
 , 𝜌    , and 𝜌  are as described above. 
5.4 Pesticide Application 
 Agricultural areas deal with directly applied pesticides.  The surrounding foliage blocking 
the path to the ground can hinder the amount of pesticide that reaches the soil surface.  The 
pesticide application flux is (SWAT, 2009): 
     =   −         (5.4)  
Where       (µg/cm
2
s) is the pesticide application flux.  The ground cover fraction is    and 






5.5 Plant Wash-off 
The pesticide captured by foliage during application can also release the pesticide to the 
ground through wash-off.  Through either rainfall or watering the fields, water adsorbs the 
pesticide on the foliage before falling to the ground.  The plant wash off flux is (SWAT, 2009): 
    =              (5.5)  
Where      (µg/cm
2
s) is the plant wash-off flux and      is the wash-off fraction of pesticide 
from the foliage.  The terms    and      are as described above. 
5.6 Wind Erosion 
Wind erosion drives up EMCONs into the atmosphere.  The wind captures dry particles 
of dirt and dust loaded with EMCONs and lifts them into the air.  This is the other side of dry 
particle deposition and the wind erosion flux is (Thibodeaux and Mackay, p.21): 
   =      
 𝜌        (5.6)  
Where     (µg/cm
2
s) is the wind erosion flux and  (µg/cm
2
s) is the wind erosion rate.  The 
soil-to-water partition coefficient for EMCON A is     
  and 𝜌       is as described above. 
5.7 Water Erosion 
During and after a rainfall event the soil can become so saturated to the point that water 
pools and flows over the soil surface.  This water erosion allows dissolved EMCONs to run out 
of a Hydraulic Retention Unit (HRU) area laterally.  HRUs are a defined soil surface area used in 
the SWAT model.  The water erosion flux is (SWAT, 2009): 
   =
     
    
𝜌        (5.7)  
Where     (µg/cm
2
s) is the water erosion flux and       (cm/s) is the water lateral flow rate on 




5.8 Sediment Erosion 
Similar to how wind erosion can remove particles from the soil, water erosion can 
remove sediment from the soil.  After heavy rainfall, water lifts EMCON loaded sediment from 
the soil and laterally removes the sediment from the HRU area. The sediment flux is (SWAT, 
2009): 
   =
       
 
    
𝜌        (5.8)  
Where     (µg/cm
2
s) is the sediment erosion flux and    (µg/s) is the sediment yield rate.  The 
HRU area is      (cm
2
), also     
  and 𝜌       are defined above. 
5.9 Infiltration 
During and after rainfall water infiltrates into the ground and drags dissolved EMCONs 
into the soil column.  It is an advective transport process.  The water porosity in the soil hinders 
infiltration.  In a layered soil system, the infiltration flux flows from either the interface to the 
layer or the midpoint of the layer to the interface (SWAT, 2009): 
         =
       
        
𝜌       (interface-to-layer) (5.9a) 
      =
       
        
𝜌     (layer-to-interface) (5.9b) 
For soil layer i,           (µg/cm
2
s) is the infiltration interface flux and        (µg/cm
2
s) is the 
infiltration layer flux.  The water percolation rate for layer i is         (cm/s), and the soil water 
porosity for layer i is     .  The water phase concentration of EMCON A is 𝜌    (µg/L) in soil 
layer i, and 𝜌       (µg/L) at soil layer i interface.  
5.10 Diffusion 
 Diffusion is a gradient driven process, meaning that the concentration gradient direction 
of the process itself determines the direction of the flux.  In a layered system, diffusion fluxes 
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pass through both the interface of a layer and inside the layer.  For the soil system, there are five 
types of diffusion. 
5.10.1 Water Diffusion 
 Water trapped in the soil pore space will diffuse dissolved EMCONs into the soil column.  
The water diffusion flux is (Thibodeaux and Mackay, p.20): 
        =
    
   
    
      
 𝜌      − 𝜌     (5.10a)  
     =
    
   
    
      
 𝜌   − 𝜌          (5.10b)  
For soil layer i,          (µg/cm
2
s) is the water diffusion interface flux and       (µg/cm
2
s) is the 
water diffusion layer flux.     
   
 (cm
2
/s) is the diffusion coefficient for the water phase,    (cm) is 
the height of soil layer i, and 𝜌         (µg/L) is the water phase concentration of EMCON A at 
the interface of layer i+1.  The terms     , 𝜌      , and 𝜌    are as stated above. 
5.10.2 Air Diffusion 
 EMCONs deposited on the soil as gases and vapors can continue to diffuse into the soil 
through the pore space in the soil column.  The air diffusion flux is (Thibodeaux and Mackay, 
p.20): 
        =
    
   
    
     
      
 𝜌      − 𝜌      (5.11a)  
     =
    
   
    
     
      
 𝜌   − 𝜌           (5.11b)  
For soil layer i,          (µg/cm
2
s) is the air diffusion interface flux and       (µg/cm
2
s) is the air 
diffusion layer flux.     
   
 (cm
2
/s) is the diffusion coefficient for the air phase and      is the soil 
air porosity for layer i.      




5.10.3 Bioduffusion of Soil (Bioturbation) 
 The organisms living in the soil cause the diffusion of the soil itself.  As the organisms 
move through the soil, the soil displaces in a manner similar to diffusion.  This is a natural 
churning process called bioturbation.  The bioturbation flux is (Thibodeaux and Mackay, p.22):  
        =
    
   
    
                  
      
 𝜌      − 𝜌     (5.12a)  
     =
    
   
    
                  
      
 𝜌   − 𝜌          (5.12b)  
For soil layer i,          (µg/cm
2
s) is the bioturbation interface flux and        (µg/cm
2
s) is the 
bioturbation layer flux.     
   
 (cm
2
/s) is the bioturbation diffusion coefficient and 𝜌    is the bulk 
density of soil layer i.      
 ,   ,     ,     , 𝜌      , 𝜌   , and 𝜌         are as defined above. 
5.10.4 Biodiffusion of Soil Water 
 As bioturbation disturbs the soil, the same process also moves the soil water.  The flux 
for the biodiffusion of soil water is (Thibodeaux and Mackay, p.22): 
        =
    
   
    
      
 𝜌      − 𝜌     (5.13a)  
     =
    
   
    
      
 𝜌   − 𝜌          (5.13b)  
For soil layer i,          (µg/cm
2
s) is the soil water biodiffusion interface flux and        (µg/cm
2
s) 
is the soil water biodiffusion layer flux.     
   
 (cm
2
/s) is the soil water biodiffusion coefficient.  
The terms   ,     , 𝜌      , 𝜌   , and 𝜌         are as defined above. 
5.10.5 Brownian Diffusion 
 Within the soil water, there are small colloidal particles that undergo a Brownian 
diffusion force.  These colloids can carry sorbed EMCONs through the soil water.  The 
Brownian diffusion flux is (Thibodeaux and Mackay, p.20): 
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        =
    
   
    
                   
      
𝜌       (5.14a)  
     =
    
   
    
                     
      
𝜌     (5.14b)  
For soil layer i,          (µg/cm
2
s) is the Brownian diffusion interface flux and        (µg/cm
2
s) is 
the Brownian diffusion layer flux.     
   
 (cm
2
/s) is the Brownian diffusion coefficient.  The terms 
𝜌        , 𝜌     , 𝜌           (µg/L) are the colloid concentrations in the soil water at layer i 
interface, in layer i, and at layer i+1 interface, respectively.      
 ,   , 𝜌      , and 𝜌    are as 
defined above. 
5.11 Lateral Flow 
 When water saturates a soil area with a downhill slope, the water in the soil column can 
move laterally out of the HRU area.  This movement of water also carries dissolved EMCONs 
with it.  The lateral flow flux is (SWAT, 2009): 
      =
      
        
𝜌     (5.15)  
For soil layer i,        (µg/cm
2
s) is the lateral flow flux and        (cm/s) is the lateral flow rate.  
The terms 𝜌   , and      are as defined above. 
5.12 Plant Uptake 
 Another way EMCONs leave the soil is by plant uptake.  As plants grow, they take in 
water from the surrounding soil, carrying dissolved EMCONs with it.  The plant uptake flux is 
(SWAT, 2009): 
     =
     
    
𝜌     (5.16)  
For soil layer i,       (µg/cm
2
s) is the plant uptake flux and       (cm/s) is the plant uptake rate.  




 All EMCONs are subject to decay and degradation.  These reactions occur in all phases 
of the soil, whether it is air, water, or on the soil itself.  Each of these reactions has an 
independent reaction rate.  The reaction flux is (SWAT, 2009):   
     =
            
 
    
𝜌      (air)  (5.17a) 
     =
        
    
𝜌       (water)  (5.17b) 
     =
                         
 
    
𝜌     (soil)  (5.17c) 
For soil layer i,       (µg/cm
2
s) is the reaction flux in the soil air,       (µg/cm
2
s) is the reaction 
flux in the soil water, and       (µg/cm
2
s) is the reaction flux on the soil.  The terms   ,   , and 
   (1/s) are the reaction constants for the soil air, soil water, and soil, respectively.      
 ,     
 , 















DEVELOPING THE FULL G-BOX MODEL 
 
 The single state variable in the G-box soil model is the EMCON concentration in the 
water phase  𝜌  .  The LEA (Linear Equilibrium Assumption) is used to connect to EMCON 
concentrations in the adjoining soil-solid and soil-gas phases.  This allows the accommodation of 
EMCON flux, reaction, etc. processes to occur in all three soil phases.   
 Now that the flux process equations are established, the full model takes shape, starting 
with the interface equations.  Since the interface has no true volume, everything that enters the 
interface must leave it, meaning that all interface equations must be steady state.  Starting with 
the air/soil interface, the processes that drive EMCONs to the soil interface are deposition and 
direct application.  The processes driving contaminant away from the interface are diffusion, 
infiltration, and erosion.  The air/soil interface is denoted i = 1, the flux interface mass balance 
equation is: 
FI (i = 1):      
 +     
 +     
 +      +     =    +    +    +          +         +
        +         +         +          (6.1) 
Flux subscripts 1, 2, and 3 denote air, water, and solid phases.  Substituting fluxes, using the 
LEA, then simplifying and solving for the air/soil interface concentration in the water yields: 
𝜌      =
                         
                 
   (6.2) 
Where terms are grouped together by process: 
 =         
 𝜌    +     𝑅  ( +     
 𝜌    )  (Deposition) (6.3) 
 =      
     
 
 
       (Evaporation) (6.4) 
 =         −   +             (Application) (6.5) 
  =     
       +     
       
     +     
       
   −     −      𝜌   +     
        (Diffusion) (6.6) 
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 =            
 +        +
             
 
    
  (Erosion) (6.7) 
     =     
       
 (𝜌        − 𝜌     )  (Brownian Diffusion, interface to layer) (6.8) 
  =
       
    
       (Infiltration) (6.9) 
 The next interface is the one that separates layer 1 and layer 2, it is denoted as i = 2.  The 
only processes that interact with these in-soil column interfaces are infiltration and diffusion.  
Both processes drive towards and away from the interface.  With fluxes on both sides taken into 
consideration, water phase EMCON equation for the i
th
 interface is:  
FI (i = 2…n):          +        +        +        +        +        =          +         +
        +         +         +          (6.10) 
Or: 
𝜌      =
                                             
(                          )
  (6.11) 
Where the model uses the groupings from above with the addition: 
  =     
       
 (𝜌     − 𝜌          ) (Brownian Diffusion, layer to interface) (6.12) 
 Both of these interface equations are used within the layer 1 mass balance equation.  
Again, the mass balance uses the processes moving into and out of the layer, as well as the 
processes that only occur in the layers.  Diffusion and infiltration, again, are the processes 
bringing contaminants through the layers.  The processes that only happen within the layers are 
plant uptake, reaction, and lateral flow.  The full water phase EMCON mass balance equation for 
the i
th
 layer is: 
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MB:        
        
      
=               +         +         +         +         +          −
[√             +     (     +      +      +      +            +           +           +
          +           +           )]   (6.13) 
Or: 
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) 𝜌           (6.14) 
Where the groupings above are used, as well as: 
𝑅 =           
 +       + 𝜌   ( −     −     )      
  (Reaction) (6.15) 
  =




√    
      
    
  (Plant Uptake and Lateral Flow) (6.16) 
The interface flux equations are used in the mass balance equations, where they eliminate the 
interface concentrations to yield: 
MB (  = 1):   
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MB (  = 2… ):  
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) 𝜌          (6.18) 
  Using these equations, the model produces a water phase, concentration mid-point within 
each layer to produce a column profile for contaminants in the soil.  Interface concentration 
equations use the layer mid-point values for their determination.  First, the model is used to see 
how each process affects the contaminant loading in the soil water, either long term or short 
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term.  This is accomplished by running multiple simulated trials starting with a baseline number 
of processes and then adding one process at a time.  The processes used are: particle deposition, 
gas & vapor deposition, wet deposition, air diffusion, water diffusion, bioturbation, infiltration, 
and lateral flow.  Next, the model simulates the agricultural pesticide application practices on the 
soil surface to see how contaminant moves into the soil.  These trials include a single pesticide 
application which is allowed to diffuse into the soil.  This is followed by a seven day pesticide 






















FULL G-BOX MODEL SIMULATION AND PARAMETERS 
 
 For the sake of realism, the full model is transient.  The Integra C# software is used to 
solve for the contaminant concentration curves at different times (Justic et al. 2014).  When 
running the RK for the full model, an integration step of Δt = 4.32 minutes is used for each trial. 
The RK 4
th
 order is ideal in solving the layer equations and opens many uses for the model.  
Including being able to import parameter values that change with time, such as pesticide being 
applied one day and not the next.  For each of the following trials the model divides the soil into 
 =     layers with    =     (cm).  However, when using infiltration, pesticide leaches deeper 
and faster into the soil so the trials run with this process use   =   (cm).  The model groups the 
soil layers into three horizons:  
 Horizon A:      =     ,     =      For depth: 0 ≤    ≤ 20 (cm) 
 Horizon B     =     ,     =      For depth: 20 <    ≤ 100 (cm) 
 Horizon C     =      ,     =      For depth: 100 <    ≤ 500 (cm) 
Horizon A is separated from Horizon B because this is the relative distance into the soil that 




bulk density of the soil, 𝜌   =        
  (µg/L) (Thibodeaux, p.412), remain fixed for all trials.  
As this model covers multiple phases in the soil, partition coefficients are used throughout so that 
the model concentration is shown in the water phase (Thibodeaux and Mackay, p.44).  These 
partition coefficients operate under the assumption that each phase is in equilibrium with the 
others, also known as the Linear Equilibrium Assumption (LEA).  The physical chemical 
properties used for the pesticide variables are those of Mirex: the data appears in Table 1.  All 
parameters used within a simulation are held constant at all times with the exception of pesticide 
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application.  When pesticide is being applied the model uses the daily average assumption in 
SWAT.  This means that, even though the integration step is shorter than a day, the rate of 
pesticide being applied remains ‘on’ for the full day.  The application rate is found by taking the 
amount of pesticide applied to the soil and averaging it over a day. 
Table #1. G-box Parameter Values.  The parameter values and descriptions for the model in the  
      air/soil interface parameters (blue), the general parameters of the soil (red), and the  





Wind (µg/cm2s) W 0.001449137










Water in Air ρ2 0.05

































Air to Water KA12* 0.02
Soil to Water (L/µg) KA32* 0.00024
Particles to Air (L/µg) KAP1* 0.012
General Parameters
Diffusion Coefficients (cm2/s)




Final Box Concentration (µg/L)
0





G-BOX MODEL INDIVIDUAL PROCESS RESULTS 
 
8.1 Particle Deposition, Gas &Vapor Deposition, and Air & Water Diffusion Results 
 The first simulation shown uses a base case of dry deposition and diffusion, where 
particle deposition, gas and vapor deposition, air diffusion, and water diffusion are the only 
processes turned on.  For particle deposition:   =         (cm/s) (Thibodeaux and Mackay, 
p.118),     
 =       (L/µg), 𝜌    =     (µg/L), 𝜌 =       (µg/L) (Thibodeaux, p.412).  Gas 
and vapor deposition uses:    
 
 
 =        (cm/s) (Thibodeaux, p.390),     
 =     , 𝜌 =      
(µg/L) (Thibodeaux, p.412).  The diffusion coefficients are air diffusion,    
   
=      (cm2/s) 
(Thibodeaux, p.556), and water diffusion,    
   
=        (cm2/s) (Thibodeaux, p.558).  The 
other simulations add a process to the baseline, such as bioturbation and erosion.  The 
bioturbation process includes both the soil bioturbation and the soil-water biodiffusion.  The 
diffusion coefficients are    
   
=        (cm2/s), and    
   
=        (cm2/s) (Thibodeaux and 
Mackay, p.379), where bioturbation only affects Horizon A.  The erosion processes used are 
wind and sediment erosion, using:     
 =         (L/µg) (Thibodeaux, p.412), =
            (µg/cm2s),    =             (µg/s) (Smith et al., 2001).  The final trial uses 
all of the processes mentioned.  
 One idea the baseline simulation illustrates in Figure #7 is the difference in porosity in 
the layers, though this is only seen when the concentration profile reaches Horizon C.  At 3 
months and at 1 year, the baseline concentration curve has a small deflection at 100 cm.  Another 
important point seen from the baseline, at the 1-Day time mark is the pesticide has already 
reached Horizon B.  Even with the most basic of processes, the pesticide is quickly driven down 




Figure #7 Full G-box model run with Particle Deposition, Gas & Vapor Deposition, Air &  
      Water Diffusion (blue), with Bioturbation (green), Wind & Water Erosion (red), and  
      both Bioturbation and Wind & Sediment Erosion (purple) added shown at 1 Day,  
      3 Months, and 1 Year. 
 
This process completely over takes all of the other processes and quickly drives Horizon A to a 
constant concentration.  Bioturbation also forces more pesticide into the soil, pushing the 
concentration profile continuously forward at all times.  Wind and sediment erosion shows a 
surface pesticide concentration shift downward, starting at the interface.  This lateral removal 
process results in a shift, which causes a decrease in the overall pesticide concentration in the 
soil while maintaining a parallel curve similar to the baseline concentration.  As bioturbation and 
erosion effect different areas of the soil, when added together both of their effects appear.  First, 
erosion decreases the amount of pesticide in the soil at the interface.  Second, bioturbation drives 
Horizon A towards constant concentration.  Since these processes are not applied past the air/soil 
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interface and the A Horizon, each trial maintains the small deflection in Horizon C found from 
the baseline. 
8.2 Wet Deposition, Gas & Vapor Deposition, and Air & Water Diffusion Results 
 
 The base case for this run uses gas and vapor deposition, wet deposition, air diffusion, 
and water diffusion.  The graphical results appear in Figure #8.  The values used for gas and 
vapor deposition and both diffusions remain the same.  For wet deposition:   =         
   
(cm/s) (Thibodeaux and Mackay, p.122), 𝑅  =        (Valsaraj, 1995).  Also, since wet 
deposition includes particle stripping for the atmospheric boundary layer,     
 , 𝜌    , and 𝜌  
remain the same.  The additional trials with bioturbation and wind and sediment erosion keep the 
same values as before.  An additional trial uses the process of infiltration vertical in the soil 
where        =       
   (cm/s) (Thibodeaux and Mackay, p.173) remains the same for all 
layers.  The final trial uses all processes mentioned in this grouping.  As stated before, the 
simulations run with the process of infiltration use a box height of   =   (cm). 
 With wet deposition operating, the pesticide concentration at the air/soil interface 
increases significantly due to the rain stripping pesticide out of the air, compare surface loading 
to those in Figure #7.  Still, the concentration profile in Figure #8 keeps the same general curve 
as with dry deposition.  The effect of bioturbation and erosion are much the same as it was for 
dry deposition.  Each process independently affects the areas of the soil where they are carried 
out.   
 The addition of infiltration to this grouping was to carry the rain onto and then into the 
soil.  Horizon C best shows the effect of infiltration.  With the rain bringing greater amounts of 
pesticide, infiltration overrides diffusion at longer times and increases the concentration of 
pesticide deep within the soil.  However, when the concentration profile reaches Horizon C, the 
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pesticide entering the deeper soil layers becomes hindered by the porosity reduction, stated in 
Chapter 7.  This is shown at 1 year, where the first couple of layers in the C Horizon have a near 
constant concentration.  Infiltration also seems to nearly double the depth of pesticide leaching 
into the soil.  Again, when all of the processes are combined each effect on the layers can be 
seen, erosion at the air/soil interface, bioturbation in Horizon A, and infiltration in Horizon C.   
Figure #8 Full G-box model run with Wet Deposition, Gas and Vapor Deposition, and Air &  
      Water Diffusion (blue), with Bioturbation (green), Wind & Sediment Erosion (red),  
      Infiltration (orange), and Bioturbation, Wind &Sediment Erosion, and Infiltration  
      (purple) added shown at 1 Day, 3 Months, and 1 Year. 
 
8.3 Wet Deposition and Air & Water Diffusion Results 
 This simulation uses wet deposition, air diffusion, and water diffusion, as its base case; 
graphical results appear in Figure #9.  All of the values for the various processes stated before 
remain the same.  Infiltration was then added to the baseline using the same values as before.  
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Lateral flow in the soil was also added to the baseline, where       =       
   (cm/s) 
(Thibodeaux and Mackay, p.173) for all layers in the soil.  The final trial combined all of the 
processes in this grouping.  Again, the simulations run with the process of infiltration use a box 
height of   =   (cm). 
 Here, wet deposition shows its true effect.  In the previous trial, the model uses wet 
deposition along with gas and vapor deposition, a gradient process much like diffusion.  Since 
concentration gradients drive the direction of gas and vapor deposition, it acts to keep the 
interface concentration at a constant level.  This can be seen from surface loading in Figure #8.  
Gas and vapor deposition can cause pesticide to be driven back up into the air.  Without it, wet 
deposition drags more and more pesticide into the soil and the air/soil interface concentration 
continues to increase, as shown in Figure #9.   
 The model also tests lateral flow, as it is also a type of infiltration.  Lateral flow has little 
effect at short time spans.  However, at long time spans lateral flow decreases the concentration 
of pesticide in the soil much like erosion does.  The slight effect of lateral flow compared to the 
baseline is most likely due to the large HRU area used in the model.  Lateral flow must cross the 
entire area of soil to be considered ‘out’ of the box layers.  Still, vertical infiltration has a greater 
effect.  Infiltration drags downward all of the pesticide accumulated in the lop layers near the air 
/soil interface and drives them deeper into the soil.  As with the previous cases, when both 
processes are added to the baseline their individual effects can be seen.  Infiltration affects the 






Figure #9 Full G-box model run with Wet Deposition, Air & Water Diffusion (blue), with  
      Lateral Flow (red), Infiltration (green), and Lateral Flow and Infiltration (purple)  














G-BOX MODEL PESTICIDE APPLICATION RESULTS 
 
9.1 Single Pesticide Application with Air & Water Diffusion Results 
 For this run, a single day of surface-applied pesticide diffuses into the soil by way of air 
and water diffusion.  The applied pesticide rate is     =            (µg/cm2s) (Kaiser, 1978) 
with a ground cover of   =    .  When pesticide is applied, it remains constant for the full day.  
All air and water diffusion variables remain as before.   
 The single pesticide application simulation in Figure #10 bears many similarities to the 
exact solution from Case 5.  Without gas and vapor deposition present to maintain an input, the  
Figure #10 Full G-box model run with a single day of Pesticide Application and Air & Water  
        Diffusion (red), and then allowed to Diffuse (blue) for 1 Day, 1 Week, 1 Month,  
        3 Months, 6 Months, 9 Months, and 1 Year 
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interface concentration once again steadily decreases as pesticide settles deeper into the soil.  
This means that all of the pesticide applied goes to the soil and not back up in to the air, nor does 
the pesticide in the air deposit on to the soil.  By turning gas and vapor deposition off, the surface 
is no longer open to the air.  The model even shows the concentration effect of porosity 
differences in this trial, though they are more subtle.  With the higher porosity in Horizon A and 
B, the pesticide seeps faster into the soil.  This rapidly drives the concentration in both horizons 
to a constant at long time steps while concentration in Horizon C continues to lag; it decreases 
with depth.     
9.2 Seven Day Pesticide Application Cycle (Dry Dep. and Diffusion) 
 This trial is a further model simulation of the pesticide surface application operation used 
in agricultural practices.  Most agriculture systems apply pesticide multiple times within a 
season.  In this case the pesticide is applied on day one, then again on every seventh day for five 
weeks.  All the while particle deposition, gas and vapor deposition, air diffusion, and water 
diffusion continually move pesticide onto and into the soil.  As stated before, the application of 
pesticide is taken as the daily average and remains ‘turned on’ for a full day.  All parameter 
values for the processes stay as mentioned above.  Figure #11 shows the seven-day on-off cycle 
over a course of five weeks.  The graph contains concentration profiles at day onea of pesticide 
application, at mid-week, and at the end-week.   
 The first noticeable thing is how the interface concentration falls downward between the 
application day and the non-application days.  This is due to the vapor deposition of the pesticide 
from the constant concentration at the interface, same numerical values appear in Figure #7.  The 
interface jumps down because pesticide concentration on the soil is higher during application 
days as opposed to non-application days when it is atmosphere driven.  As the weeks continue, a  
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Figure #11 Full G-box model run with a weekly Pesticide Application, Dry Deposition, and  
        Diffusion (red) where Dry Deposition and Diffusion are active between Cycles.  
        Concentrations were taken after Pesticide Application, mid-week, and the day before  
        Pesticide Application for 5 weeks. 
 
bulge in the concentration profile becomes apparent.  Starting with the second week, the mid-
week concentration curve gains more pesticide in the top few layers of soil than the Day 7 curve.  
Since the model constantly reapplies pesticide, the growing concentration is to be expected.  
However, due to the gradient nature of diffusion, gas and vapor deposition, and therefore the 
whole model, pesticide is not only being driven deeper into the soil, but back up into the 
atmosphere as well, not the reversal of gradients just underneath the surface.  Since the Day 7 
curve has had more time to bring pesticide in both directions as needed, the concentration in the 
upper soil layers is less than the mid-week concentration.  The lower layers do not have the same 
problem as this section of the soil steadily increases as expected.  However, the depth of the mid-
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week leading concentration steadily increases as the week go by.  Such patterns re-inforce ones 
intuition on pesticide behavior. 
9.3 Seven Day Pesticide Application Cycle (Dry Dep., Diffusion, and Reaction) 
 The last process that needs to be introduced and tested is reaction.  This run is the same 
pesticide application cycle as the trial before, only with an added degradation reaction in all three 
phases.  Mirex has no recorded reaction rate constant so one was chosen for each phase just in 
the interest of demonstration the effect.  These rates were chosen to be fast so their effect could 
be seen within a few weeks.  The rate constants are   =         
   (1/s), are   =       
     (1/s), and   =         
    (1/s).  The soil phase has a slower rate constant because the 
overall reaction rate constant includes the partition coefficient and soil concentration.  With these 
multiplied together the overall rate constant for the soil phase is faster than either the air or the 
water phases.  
 The graphical results appear in Figure #12, there are some similarities to the previous 
trial.  Namely, the down jumping interface concentrations and the higher mid-week 
concentrations.  However, there are some noticeable differences, namely the reduced 
concentration profiles.  The reactions in the soil are so fast that pesticide is unable to accumulate 
as it did before.  Another difference is how despite the reapplication of pesticide, it gets harder 
for the ‘reactive’ Mirex to contaminate deeper into the soil column, especially in Horizon C.  
This is most likely due to higher soil porosity.  Since the overall rate constant for the soil is 
already fast, the increased soil porosity causes the soil phase reaction to dominante and retard 






Figure #12 Full G-box model run with a weekly Pesticide Application, Dry Deposition,     
        Diffusion, and Reaction (red) where Dry Deposition, Diffusion, and Reaction are  
        active between Cycles.  Concentrations recorded after Pesticide Application, mid- 












G-BOX MODEL CONCLUSIONS 
 
 Overall, the unsteady-state G-box model has stood up well to various forms or testing.  It 
was found that with a small box height and short time scale for unsteady state solutions the G-
box was able to match exact solutions accurately.  The G-box was even able to follow all of the 
exact solutions and their various processes, even when the values of the variables were 
drastically changed.   
 When the full G-box model was developed, it was put under varying trials to test the 
reaction of the model to the different processes.  For each of the processes covered the model 
produced results that visibly showed how these pathways and processes affect the concentration 
response of the model.  While a comparison to a real world system could not be made, each of 
these trial scenarios produced an intuitively logical outcome in the model.  The model has also 
shown in the pesticide application trials section that turning processes on and off from day to day 
is possible.   
 Though the model needs to undergo further testing it shows itself to be an agreeable 
assessment tool for contaminant laden soils.  Such analysis would include a comparison to 
experimental data collected from various soil system field studies, preferably.  By comparing the 
G-box results to such data, any deficiencies in the model may become apparent.  Additionally, 
opening the G-box model to the air allows for the model to be eventually extended with the 
creation of an atmospheric compartment.  This allows the model to be further developed and 
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE G-BOX MODEL 
 
A.1 Introduction 
 When first testing the full G-box model, each process was evaluated one at a time.  The 
model held these processes constant for the duration of a year to show their effect on the model.  
The problem with this approach is that it does not reflect a real world system.  Very few of the 
processes in the model would be constantly active throughout the course of a year.  Even then, 
the system that they are in affects these processes and their overall values will change with the 
system.  By adjusting the model to alternate processes between ‘off’ and ‘on’ while varying 
certain values for these processes, a more likely result can be observed.   
 However, considering this model has so many processes, the dependence and sensitivity 
to certain parameters must be determined.  For now, the model will only take the parameters that 
affect the processes occurring in the soil into consideration.  Specifically, diffusion, reaction, and 
water flow take place in the soil.  Therefore, the model will use the diffusion coefficients, 
reaction rates, and water velocities for the sensitivity analysis.  The air to water and soil to water 
partition coefficients are also tested.  The model uses these coefficients to change the value of air 
phase and soil phase concentrations into water phase concentrations.  The sensitivity of these 
parameters is important since they affect more than one process in the soil.  
 Additionally, this simulation observes the effects of a less than ideal soil system, such as 
hardpan soils.  Hardpan soils are a compacted soil layer that exists underneath the topsoil 
(LaLiberte, 2014).  It restricts root growth and movement of water and air into the soil.  This is 
depicted buy increasingly low air and water porosities in the B and C Horizon.  Hardpan is most 
common in dry climates but may be present in other areas where soil is unable to break down 
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(Sunset.com, 2014).  During rainfall, the topsoil in hardpan soil systems would easily become 
water logged and create significant runoff (Sunset.com, 2014).    
A.2 Sensitivity Analysis Results 
 The G-box was solved using the Integra C# modeling software (Justic et al., 2014).  The 
model’s code was developed so that each of the parameters in the model will be utilized in the 
course of a year.  Parameter values for the pesticide Mirex (Table #2) were used in the model 
with n = 250 soil layers.  An excel spreadsheet was imported to alter the air porosity, water 
porosity, and pesticide application for each day of the year.  Porosity was separated into three 
distinct horizons in the soil where Horizon A has the highest air and water porosity and Horizons 
B and C have large soil porosities depicting a hardpan soil.  The model applies pesticide at a 
daily average application rate once every 30 days.  Otherwise, the model turns off pesticide 
application.  The code uses the daily value of porosity to control which parameters occur on 
which days.  Mainly, the porosity determines if it is raining or not. Each parameter runs off of a 
daily average, meaning that the parameter remains at a constant value for a full day (SWAT, 
2009) 
 On days with high water porosity, rainfall occurs and the parameters   ,    
 
 
 , ,    
   
, 
   
   
 are turned off.  The particle velocity,   , is turned off due to the rain stripping the particles 
from the air.  Similarly, the evaporation mass transfer coefficient,    
 
 
 , goes away due to rain 
stripping.  The wind erosion rate, , is turned off because the wind is unable to pick up soil 
particles from the ground while it is wet.  Bioturbation and water biodiffusion,    
   
and    
   
, no 
longer occur during rainfall because the organisms that cause this process will evacuate the soil 




Table #2. Sensitivity Analysis Parameters.  The parameter values and descriptions for the  
      model in a) the general parameters of the soil, b) the air/soil interface parameters, c)  
      the porosity of the soils in different horizons, d) the diffusion coefficients for the  
      pesticide in the soil. 
a)       b) 
                  
c)       d) 
                        
(1)
 Thibodeaux and Mackay, 2011. 
(2)
 Thibodeaux, 1996. 
(3)
 Valsaraj, 1995. 
(4)
 Smith et al., 2001 
(5)











Air to Water KA12* 0.02 
(2)
Soil to Water (L/µg) KA32* 0.00024 
(2)
Particles to Air (L/µg) KAP1* 0.012 
(2)
Lateral Flow rate (cm/d)
General Parameters
0.12096 (1)
Reaction Rate Constant (1/d)
HRU Area (cm2)
1000000000
Hight of box layers (cm)
2.5






Final Box Concentration (µg/L)
Wind (µg/cm2d) W 125.2054795 
(4)










Air ρ1 0.001 
(2)













Pesticide Application rate (µg/cm2d)
0.042 (5)
Pesticide Concentration (µg/L)





Air Water Soil 
ϵ1,i ϵ2,i ϵ3,i
Horizon A 0-20 0.5 0-0.5 0-0.5
Horizon B 20-100 0.85 0-0.15 0-0.15















 When the water porosity is low, rain is not falling and the model terminates all 
parameters associated with rain.  The rainfall velocity,   , obviously is not needed when there is 
no rain.  Erosion of the soil due to water flow,    , also does not occur without rain.  Water 
erosion and lateral flow,     , as well as vertical flow,      , need a high water porosity to take 
place.   
A.3 Discussion of Sensitivity Analysis 
 The analysis was done by changing the individual parameters ±30% or ±10% of its 
original value.  The overall sensitivity was determined by comparing the total mass of pesticide 
in the soil at the end of a year and dividing the percent change of mass by the percent change of 
the parameter.  Table #3 orders the average sensitivity value from the highest absolute value to 
the lowest.  The top line of the table shows the parameters with the greatest sensitivity.  The 
concentration change made by these parameters at ±30% is shown in Figure #13.  The bottom 
line parameters have very low sensitivity and when plotted on a concentration curve, do not 
deviate from the original concentration with no parameter change. 
 For diffusion, only two processes have high sensitivity: bioturbation and air diffusion.  
With an increased air diffusion coefficient, the pesticide is able to reach faster and deeper into 
the soil, especially into the water impermeable hardpan layers.  With bioturbation, the opposite is 
true.  With a faster diffusion coefficient, it actually makes it harder for pesticide to descend into 
the soil.  This is probably due to pesticide becoming trapped by the in the bioturbation horizon.  
This horizon tends to generate a constant concentration quickly because of the organisms turning 
the soil.  The faster the organisms churn the soil, the more difficult it is for pesticide to leave the 




Table #3. Sensitivity analysis of G-box parameters on the total mass of pesticide in the soil after    
      one year. 
 
 
Figure #13. ± 30% sensitivity of parameters with the greatest effect on the concentration profile  
         of pesticide in the soil after one year. 
 
wperc KA32* D11
(l) KA12* k3 D31
(t)
30% 0.656725048 -0.37929424 0.273676042 0.258251055 -0.147773296 -0.054169995
10% 0.660734675 -0.42933033 0.27253517 0.260664065 -0.151655485 -0.064302327
-10% 0.657523901 -0.50360003 0.27245359 0.266238314 -0.155700789 -0.079229172
-30% 0.65007974 -0.62674541 0.274736328 0.277018191 -0.159917667 -0.102987594
Average 0.656265841 -0.4847425 0.273350282 0.265542906 -0.153761809 -0.075172272
Standard Deviation 0.003874013 0.093153471 0.00093484 0.007230835 0.004526398 0.018367103
Qlat D21
(l) k2 k1 D21
(t)
30% -0.003865999 0.00351926 -0.00338888 -6.362E-05 -6.87903E-08
10% -0.003869193 0.003521739 -0.00339065 -6.3621E-05 -6.87904E-08
-10% -0.003872393 0.003524392 -0.00339243 -6.3621E-05 -6.87904E-08
-30% -0.003875597 0.003527229 -0.00339421 -6.3622E-05 -6.87904E-08
Average -0.003870796 0.003523155 -0.00339154 -6.3621E-05 -6.87904E-08
Standard Deviation 3.57678E-06 2.97075E-06 1.98621E-06 6.99853E-10 2.33657E-14
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 Both partition coefficients have a high sensitivity.  This is expected as they determine 
how much of the pesticide appears in each phase.  An increased air to water coefficient puts 
more pesticide in the air phase, and since the air diffusion is faster, brings more contaminant into 
the soil.  For the soil to water coefficient, as it increases more pesticide attaches to the soil, and 
since bioturbation is the only soil diffusion process, hinders contaminant in the soil. 
 Vertical flow has the greatest sensitivity in the model.  The model illustrates this in 
Horizon C, where the increased water flow almost negates the ‘sink’ assumption.  This shows 
that on years with heavy rainfall, even in hardpan soils, pesticide will be more likely to sink 
deeply into the soil.  Because of the low water porosity in hardpan soils, the overall infiltration in 
those layers will be relatively slow and try to drive contaminant concentration to a constant. 
Lateral flow, however, has almost no sensitivity to the model.   
 Soil phase reaction seems to be the only reaction process with any sensitivity.  While the 
reaction rate constant for the soil phase is much slower than air or water phase, the overall rate 
constant is actually much faster than the other two phases.  To see the sensitivity of reaction for 
air and water phase, the reaction rate constants would have to be orders of magnitude higher than 
what was used in the model. 
A.4 Conclusions 
   From conducting the sensitivity analysis, the model shows the important processes in 
the soil layers.  The model also shows its ability to handle varying soil types, such as hardpan 
soils.  Both fluid phase transport processes, diffusion in air and infiltration of water, can have a 
large effect on the model.  Especially since infiltration can carry pesticides so deep into the soil.  
Both of these processes also emphasize the importance of the partition coefficients.  The more 
pesticide prefers to be in the fluid phases, the easier it is to move into the soil.  With fast reaction 
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rates, the amount of pesticide available to move in the soil can be hindered, while slow reactions 
provide no restrictions.  In addition, bioturbation can trap pesticide in the top layers of the soil, 
layers that contain the root systems for crops.  All of this is important because the further the 
pesticide leaches into the soil and the more pesticide the soil contains, the easier it is for 
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